Abstract
Line scratches are a common problem in archived film. The problem is transferred to video during the telecine transfer process. The artefact is easily visible as a vertical line of bright or dark intensity] oriented more or less vertically over much of the image. It may be caused when material from some particle is smeared vertically over the film material in the projector or by the abrasion of the film as it passes over some particle caught in the mechanism.
As digital video broadcasters and those wishing to release material on DVD are faced with the prospect of restoring previously released] but degraded material] it has become more attractive to seek automatic methods for restoration. The EU project AURORA, which terminates at the end of 1998 was set up in 1995 to address the problem of creating real time hardware for achieving good quality automatic restoration. Line scratch removal was one of the problems addressed] although the solution developed will not appear in hardware just yet.
The general idea has been to split the line removal process into two stages, an initial detection step followed by an interpolation or reconstruction step. Previous work [l, 31 has introduced deterministic and stochastic methods for the detection of t8his artefact. This paper concentrates on the interpolation problem. The remcm! of tho defect is treated as a missing data problem. The following material explores stochastic varieties of reconstruction and presents a fast scheme for model based interpolation. In particular the introduced ideas are presented based on the requirement to solve for all the parameters jointly. The algorithms presented here therefore mark a distinct departure from the usual ideas of treating model parameter estimation separate from image data interpolation.
Line removal
The 2D Autoregressive (AR) model can be used as the basis for image interpolation in the same manner as that introduced in [2, 31 for image sequences using the 3D (spatiotemporal) AR model. However the region to be interpolated now extends over much of the image and so the underlying data is statistically non-stationary. Thus those interpolation ideas must be modified for use here. Furthermore, because the artefact often persists in the same location across several frames, it is not possible to reliably use the temporal redundancy in image sequences to help with reconstruction. In what follows, the worst case scenario is assumed in which the same location in consecutive frames is corrupted and there is no motion in the region of the defect. The problem is then essentially a purely spatial one and the use of a 2D AR process is considered for interpolating across such huge connected regions.
Missing data interpolation
It is assumed that the underlying image generation process is autoregressive. Thus a pixel in the original, clean image, I(x), where x is a spatial position vector, can be modelled as The observed degraded sequence G, may be modelled by a switching process such that the data that is the corruption (i.e. the line defect) is switched into the original clean data at specific sites. This switching process is monitored by the field (or image) b(x). At a corrupted site b(x) = 1, otherwise the site is 0. The missing pixels in the image are therefore indicated at sites where b(x) = 1. It is assumed that the indicator field has already been determined by a detection process and it now delineates vertical swathes of material which is corrupted. The problem then is to design a process for interpolating the missing data at the sites indicated, using the model defined in equation 1.
A Bayesian framework for joint estimation of missing data and model parameters
Given the corrupted data G, it is required to solve for the unknown data I(x) at sites indicated by b(x) = 1. The other hidden unknowns are the non-stationary model coefficients a(x) (where a is a vector of P coefficients at location X) and the non-stationary residual variance g,"(x). To effect this solution it is therefore prudent to manipulate p(BIG(x), b(x)) which is the probability of all the unknowns (denoted by the vector 0) given the observed degraded data and the missing regions delineated by b(x).
It will emerge in later discussion that the model parameters are assumed to be fixed on a block basis.
Define the unknown pixels (at sites where b(x) = 1) within such a block as i, and the known pixels as ik. The model parameters within the block are thus a(x), c," (x). Proceeding in a Bayesian fashion, the conditional may be rewritten in terms of a product of a likelihood and a prior as follows:
The likelihood
The data likelihood p(ik1.) can be derived from the pseudo-likelihood of the data within a block. Note that within a block, the residuals e(x) will be a sample from a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Scanning the residuals in a raster fashion within this block allows the formation of an excitation vector e. Consider a block of pixels of size M x M (denote this block by m) and allow for a border of pixels around the edges of this block (so that (x + q k ) will never result in a location outside the M x M block). An equation for the error at every pixel within a centred B x B block inside m ( B < M ) can be written as below. 
Here, Ak, A, are the coefficient matrices corresponding to the known and unknown data vectors. They are submatrices of the A matrix, made by extracting the relevant columns.
The priors
where xi indexes the locations of each of the N pixels
For simplicity a uniform prior is assigned to a although it is acknowledged that a prior encouraging stable models would be more appropriate. The variance o: is assigned a non-informative prior ~( 0 : ) c ( I/.,", following [5] .
Solving for the unknowns
The solution is generated by manipulating  p(i,, a(x), o,"(x)lik) . For instance the MAP estimate is generated by maximizing the distribution with respect to the unknowns. Unfortunately, due to the nonlinear nature of the expression, a closed form solution to the optimization problem is not available. The Gibbs sampler is used here to generate the required estimates numerically.
The Gibbs sampler
Consider that i contains at least the missing pixels (indicated at b(x) = 1 ) and their immediate AR support. Recall that the missing pixels are denoted i, and the remaining pixels as i k . The Gibbs Sampler then operates iteratively, given some starting guess for the unknowns, by drawing random samples from the conditional posterior distribution for each unknown in turn:
in the inner B x B block within m. The derivation of these expressions can be found in [3]. The draws are undertaken given the current state of the image data in the current iteration of the Gibbs sampler. A separate sampling step can then be employed for drawing the unknown pixels using i, - lik, b, a, 0,") . In practice the draw for i, can be performed either on a pixel by pixel basis, or on a block basis. The use of block based draws helps to speed up convergence of the sampler, but does require computationally expensive manipulations in particular a matrix inversion. The pixel by pixel draw requires only simple point wise manipulations, but takes longer to converge.
Manipulation of an alternate form for the likelihood allows an expression for the conditional p(i,lb, i k , a, o,") to be written as follows:
Thus the Maximum Likelihood estimate, for instance, for the missing data is i,.
The utility of the algorithm is increased if there already exist initial estimates for the missing data in particular (of course). Such estimates may be generated by crude median filtering or by using the least, squares interpolant in the missing region. 
reference point in each block, the upper left hand position for instance) is drawn. This is done using (a) Generate the least squares estimate for a using the Normal equations with the data in the current block, io.
(b) Generate the sum squared prediction error E(a,io) in that block using this set of coefficients.
(c) A sample for U : , U: is then drawn from an Inverted Gamma distribution.
This is a more difficult draw and is achieved by the recipe reported in [5].
is then drawn from where i, is the least squares (or ML) estimate for the missing data given in equation 9 and the model parameters are set to the samples drawn in that block during the previous step i.e. a:,a,. This draw proceeds in a similar fashion as that outlined with the draw for a, in the first step, since both distributions are multidimensional Normal.
3.
Alternative: To reduce computation it is possible to sample at each pixel site in turn. The modifications required are straightforward and result in A, becoming a vector which makes the necessary inverse simple to calculate. Note that for single site sampling, sites should be visited in a checkerboard fashion so that the support used in the next site does not overlap with the support used in the current site. For an 8 pixel causal neighborhood (lag of 2 pixels in each direction) this implies a checker pattern spaced by 5 pixels.
4.
Iterate this pair of draws, the joint sample for the model parameters followed by the sample for the missing data across the entire image until convergence.
Results: Maximal versus Sampled or Stochastic estimation
Because of the sometimes large gaps that need to be interpolated and the subsequent increase in nonstationarity over these large regions, the least squares or ML interpolant is somewhat blurred (the 'maximal' interpolant). This 'blurring' or lack of texture is perhaps not so easily noticed in a still image, but in a sequence of images the rather flat interpolant stands out against the otherwise grainy film texture, especially if there is motion. In fact the main contributor to the annoying visibility of the reconstructed region is that it remains in nearly the same place in each frame. In some respects this is a moot point since the line removal is one stage in a chain of restoration modules which will also involve noise reduction. After noise reduction it is harder to see the difference between the texture in the interpolated regions as compared to the surroundings. However, to affect a complete solution it is better to employ samples from the posterior distribution for the unknown data rather than employ the least squares interpolant. The samples tend to have a closer match with the textural behaviour of the film in the surrounding regions simply because they represent the stochastic texture in the real image better than a single 'maximal' estimate. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon, including the observation that both types of interpolation are superior to the result using subtraction of an estimated line cross section. Figure 2 shows results from a video sequence contributed by the RTP archives in Lisbon, one of the partners in AURORA. The interpolation was achieved here by using the fully sampled process in which both the missing data and the model parameters were estimated over 200 iterations using a block size of 16 x 16 pixels and the same model as used for the previous example. The reconstructions show good performance. Note that the restoration is incomplete, there are still blotches (Dirt and Sparkle) and noise to be removed from this example, however this is the first step in the chain of events that would result in a clip suitable for DVD release for instance.
Summary comments
Reconstruction of this kind of persistent artefact remains a difficult problem. The visibility of artefacts due t o possible errors in the reconstruction is potentially high. It is particularly important to capture the stochastic nature of the underlying image texture, even if it is just to resynthesise the film grain noise effect in relatively low activity regions. This paper has presented just such a technique which employs Bayesian analysis t o allow the exploration of the space of possible interpolants. The reader is directed to detailed examination of the general interpolation problem in [3] which derives a fast algorithm for calculating the least squared estimate for the missing data. Pictures of a better quality can be found at www.mee.tcd.ie\"ack\cd\lines\lines.htm 
